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Procurement means more
value proposition

P

Manish Bansal,
Director & CEO,
Window Magic India

roject procurement has undergone sea
change over time with the pace of growth
and change gathering further momentum.
Procurement is not merely about forming
strategies that are in sync with the business
objectives of a company but also about
adding value in terms of efficiency without
adding to cost.

Today’s
procurement
manager can
compliment a
project with
quality, price,
timely- delivery.

Today, players in the space of procurement
are putting in more effort like providing
after-sales support, to add greater value
proposition. The focus has shifted to giving
value that customer gets while purchasing
the right product in terms of technology and
the apt product as required.

Changing face of marketing
Previously price-driven, the market is
learning and evolving on the back of more
technical discussion coming in and thereafter
commercials. This is largely due to the fact
that clarity at large is helping the corporate
to learn more, as it has been very volatile and
intrigues companies to be more compliant.
Further, project requirements have
changed at last, wherein they have started
accepting innovated products, which reduce
human effort providing better quality. All
of the aforementioned changes are positive,
says Manish Bansal, Director & CEO, Window
Magic India.

Understand what customers value
Window Magic products are superior to all
competitors at large and have enormous
experience through its technology partner
‘Kommering’ from Germany that has
pioneered the industry, as they invented this
product more than 50 years ago. However,
the value which the customer gets from the
company is the assurance that customers
are purchasing the right product in terms
of technology and the apt product for his
requirement.

Enabling affordable housing for all
The company has been able to develop a
product to be able to serve the affordable
housing scheme, under the Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojna, and is proud to have been able
to provide the best technology and product
from Germany - best in the world to the
common man.
Bansal adds, “We have been able to
contribute to the development of the nation
from the roots. Further, the products being
offered in this segment are not inferior to the
HIG requirements, we have been able to value
engineer the product.”

Procurement: not a purchase decision
anymore
Over the last decades, the world has
become a technology warfare. The products
and organisations are becoming more
and more technologically advanced and
competitive. Procurement is not anymore a
purchase decision. It is a strategic decision
for companies and respective projects.
Identifying the right partner has always been
a challenge for a project manager over a
typical vendor.
It is not just the price which matters today
but a combination of quality, timely-delivery,
consistently performing products, and most
importantly, a complementing product for an
overall project. Today’s procurement manager
Continued to 34
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can compliment a project so effectively
with quality, price, timely- delivery and
significantly a good partner over vendor.

Looking ahead
Window Magic is the biggest gainer from
this scheme. The company has been able
to bring a strong footprint of `100-crore
manufacturing unit from Kommerling from
Germany to India, which helps the company
in serving the nation better and provides
world’s best technology at affordable price
catering to the highest category of customers
subsequently. Further, all the raw material
imported from different parts of the world
is available locally, which provides better
timelines and less stock, thereby trimming
cost and making Window Magic competitive
n
with quality products in the world. 

K-Lite:
innovating lighting solutions
high end MIG welding process. The control
box is integral and built-in with service door,
locking arrangement and safety chain. The
MS pole is coated with epoxy zinc phosphate
primer and finished using environmentallystable polyurethane- based paint. The pole is
supplied with necessary foundation hardwares
for normal soil condition.

‘K-Lite’ surface mounted Polar Lighting
Pole integrated with LED lighting module
is an exclusive choice of designers for
city beautification lighting blended with
architectural appeal. It is designed for a
complete range of contemporary designs with
single arm, double arm, L-arm, V-Arm, Square
arm and Parallel arm.
The pole is engineered to meet the adverse
conditions and the pole sections are duly
welded using special grooving techniques and

The Polar Lighting Pole lighting arms are
integrated with the LED modular lighting
system, which is environment-friendly under
green lighting category. The LED lighting offers
more lumens with lesser power consumption.
The module is IP 68 protected and the various
models were evaluated by an extensive
research and understanding of illumination
requirements for urban spaces. Choice of
drivers for LED takes into consideration the
harmonic distortion level (not exceeding
10 per cent) power factor greater than 0.9
and surge protection. The LED modules are
individually rated 60 watts. The control gear
tray is prewired with terminal connectors,
MCB and loop-in loop-out arrangement and
located in the control box, integral with the
pole.
n
For any further information, please visit
www.klite.in

